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Background:  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays a pivotal role in evaluating cardiomyopathies of varying etiology. The main 
objective of this poster is to illustrate specific cardiac lesion characteristics based on the pattern of delayed contrast enhancement of the 
myocardial wall along with distinct clinical history.
methods:  High quality MRI images demonstrating cardiac anatomy, and associated pathology will be displayed. The cases are grouped 
by their location in the myocardial tissue. A concise review of the clinical history along with the images will reinforce characteristic pattern of 
delayed enhancement in the MRI images. These lesions include vascular, infectious, inflammatory, congenital and metabolic causes.
results:  MRI images of various cardiac lesions will refresh cardiovascular clinicians’ knowledge about characteristic clinical and 
radiological presentation in order to reach correct diagnoses.
conclusion:  The images with associated clinical history will highlight subtle differences in pattern recognition of various cardiac lesions 
based on anatomy and enhancement characteristics. The presented material will benefit the clinician in both clinical practice, and in the 
examination setting.
